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Motivated by certain questions concerning the degrees of unipotent characters in 
finite classical groups we study combinatorial properties of the so-called symbols, 
which index these characters. In particular, the theory of hooks, cores, and 
quotients of partitions is generalized to symbols. 1“ 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
If j” is a partition and eE N it is well known that I* determines and is uni- 
quely determined by its e-core ;l(<,, and e-quotient Ace). (See [S, Sect. 2.71 
and Lemma 3 below). Thereby the e partitions in ;lte’ describe in a definite 
way all the hooklengths divisible by e in 1. These facts are important when 
one studies the degrees of irreducible (unipotent) representations of finite 
symmetric and general linear groups (especially their prime factorization) 
and were used in [S] to establish certain natural character corresponden- 
ces. In order to obtain similar results for the classical groups Sp, SO (which 
in view of [3] would seem reasonable) the concepts of e-hooks, e-cores, 
and e-quotients are generalized to the so-called symbols. These are in a 
sense generalized partitions. 
The main purpose of this paper is really to study the degrees of 
unipotent characters in classical groups, but we also consider some 
interesting abstract properties of symbols as combinatorial objects. First, 
we describe briefly the hookstructure of a partition in terms of its /?-sets. 
This is generalized to introduce hooks and cohooks for symbols. Then we 
prove a hook degree formula for the unipotent characters of classical 
groups (Proposition 5) which is important for the rest of this note. An 
alternative description of the degree is given in Proposition 8. Then the e- 
quotients and e-coquotients are defined and Lemmas 9 and 12 generalize 
Lemma 3. Their relation to unipotent character degrees is given in 
Proposition 13. Finally we give formulas for the number of symbols of a 
given rank with a given e-core. 
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It turns out that the theory of /I-sets for partitions is an approach to the 
hook-theory of partitions which generalizes easily to symbols. We start by 
a brief review of this theory in order to make definitions for symbols clearer 
and to set up some useful notations. We refer to [S, Sect. 2.71 for further 
details. 
Suppose that X= {a,, a, ,..., ak} is a finite subset of N, = (0, 1, 2 ,..., }. 
For TV N, let 
x +‘:=ja,+t,a2+t ,..., a,+&?--l,t--2 ,..., 1,O) 
(so X+‘= X). To X we associate the partition 
p(X) := (a, - (k - l), a2 - (k - 2) )...) ak) = 2, (1) 
where we have assumed a 1 > a2 > . . . > ak and neglected in I the parts 0. 
We define the rank rk(X) of X by 
k 
rkX= 1 ai- 
i= 1 
(2) 
If p(X) = 1, where L is a partition, we call X a p-set for L Then L is a 
partition of rk X= 121. If X is the set of first column hooklengths of the par- 
tition 1, then the p-sets for ,? are exactly the sets X+‘, t E No. 
EXAMPLE. If X=(6,4,0} then X=(5,3}+‘, p(X)=(4,3), and 
rk X= 10 - 3 = 7 = 4 + 3. The first column hooklengths of the partition 
(4,3) are 5 and 3. 
The objects 2(X), s+ [X, Y], 2P [X, Y] and others defined below are 
lists of hooklengths or cohooklengths, where all lengths are counted with 
their multiplicities. So 2(X), Z’[X, Y], Z-[X, Y],..., are really mul- 
tisets (see [ 11). The disjoint union of multisets is obtained by adding the 
multiplicities of the elements in the multisets involved. Thus, for instance 
(4, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1 > c, (5, 2, 1 > = (5,4, 2, 2,2, 1, 1, 1, 1). Sets are considered as 
multisets, where all elements have multiplicity 1. We consider below only 
multiplicity preserving bijections between multisets. Assume again 
x= {al,a2 )...) a,}, a1>a2> “’ >ak>o. 
LEMMA 1. (Frame, Robinson, Thrall). The set 
&(X) := { 1, 2,..., ai>\(aj-ajIj>i} 
equals the set z(A) of hooklengths in the ith row of p(X) = A. 
Note. If il = (l , ,..., I,) then &(X) = 0 for m-c i < k. 
We define x(X) = &(A) := l.ji &(X), a multiset. 
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LEMMA 2. If e E %(X) then {a,, a2 ,..., ai- 1, a, - e, ai+, ,..., ak} is a /?-set 
for the partition which is obtained by removing the hook of length e in the ith 
row of p(X) = A. 
EXAMPLE. X=(6,4,0}, &(X)=(5,4,3,1}, %$(X)=(3,2,1}, X(X)= 
X((4, 3)) = ($4, 3, 3,2, 1, 1 }. The hookdiagram of (4, 3) is 
5431 
321 . 
If one removes the hook of length 3 in the first row of (4, 3) one obtains 
the partition (2, 2) which has { 6 - 3,4,0} = (4, 3,0} as a /?-set. 
Suppose that e E N. We may describe the e-core &) and the e-quotient 
IL(@) of partition A as follows: Choose X such that p(X) = A. Put 
and 
X,(“):= faEN,Iae+iEX), 






ae + i/O d a < I Xi(“)1 > (5) 
Then in this notation we have 
LEMMA 3. If el 1x1 then &,) =p(X,,,) and ,I(‘) = (I,,“‘, A,(‘) ,..., A,- ,“I). 
We have that %(,, is the partition obtained,from A by removing recursively ail 
e-hooks. Moreover there is a canonical bijection between the multisets 
{h E Z(A)le divides h} and X”‘“‘(A) := u, X(li”‘) whereby an h = teE X’(A) 
is mapped to a t E A““‘(A). Moreover L determines and is uniquely determined 
by (4e,, A”‘). Finally 
14 = I&J + e w,(n) (6) 
where the e-weight w,(A) of 2 is defined by 
(7) 
so one has to remove w,(A) e-hooks to get from II to Ace,. 
For later use we specify part of Lemma 3. Suppose that X has property 
X= Xce, (see (5)) and that (A,, II, ,..., A,- ,) is an e-tuple of partitions. Sup- 
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pose furthermore that there exist for all 0 < i < e - 1 a /?-set Yi for li with 
I Y,l = IX,!‘)l. We define 
x * (A,, A, )...) A(,-,)= U {ae+iluE Y,}. 
Then we have trivially, 
x= x,,, = (X * (hh..., L 1 I)(,,, 1x1 = IX * (I”, ,...) &,)I, (9) 
and if el 1x1 then the partition p(X * (A,,..., E.+ ,)) has p(X) as e-core and 
(A 0 ,..., 1,- 1) as e-quotient. 
We want to give an analogue of Lemma 3 for symbols. Thereby, the 
definition of hooks, cohooks, and their removal is inspired by Lemmas 1 
and 2. Symbols were introduced by Lusztig [6] and used to index the 
unipotent characters of the classical groups. A symbol is an unordered pair 
[X, Y] of finite subsets of N,. One identifies the symbols [X, Y] and 
[X”, Y”] for all tb0. Define then 
n[X Yl := cP(n PC n 1x1 - I YI 1 (10) 
so rr[X, Y] is a triple [I+, p; Z] where j* and p are partitions and z E Z. The 
map rc is compatible with the identification of symbols. One has to identify 
[,I, p; z] with [p, 1; -z] since a symbol is unordered. Then n is a bijection 
between the set of symbols and the set of such triples. Lusztig calls 
11x1 - I YI I the defect of the symbol [X, Y]. However to avoid confusion 
with a concept in modular representation theory we call 
4x Yl = I 1x1 - I YI I (11) 
the difference of the symbol. We call p(X) and p( Y) the associated partitions 
of the symbol [X, Y]. There are always infinitely many symbols having 
the same pair of associated partitions. These are distinguished by their 
differences. 
Throughout this note we assume X= {a,, u2 ,.,., a,}, Y= {b,, b2 ,..., b,), 
where a,>+> ... >u,>O, b,>b2> “. >b,>O. Then the rank of 
[X, Y] is defined by 
rk[X, Y]= i a,+ i b.- 
i=l ,=, ’ 
where [c] denotes the integral part of of c. Using that 
(12) 
(:)+(i)=[(v)2]+[(k$)2] fork-/EN0 (13) 
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we find 
rk[X, Y,=rkX+rk Y+[(qq (14) 
In particular rk [X, Y] >, rk X+ rk Y with inequality if and only if 
d[X, Y] < 1. Moreover according to Lusztig, the character indexed by 
[X, Y] is cuspidal if and only if rk X= rk Y = 0, so that means 
[X, Y]= [{k- l,k-2 )...) o>, (I- l,l-2 ,..., O}]. 
We now consider hooks and cohooks of a symbol [X, Y]. 
Put 
iw’[X, Y] := Z(X) i, Z(Y). 
Then xaf [X, Y] is the multiset of hooklengths of [X, Y]. Thus a 
hooklength of [X, Y] is simply a hooklength of one of the associated par- 
titions. If e E ~9~ [X, Y], say e E x(X) we remove the corresponding hook 
of [X, Y] by replacing [X, Y] by [{a ,,..., a,_,, ai--, a;+ ,,..., ak}, Y]. We 
proceed analogously if eE J$( Y). By Lemma 2 removing an e-hook of 
[X, Y] means simply removing an e-hook in one of the associated par- 
titions. 
For 1 <ibk and 1 <j<l we define 
and 
iq(X, Y):= {1,2 )...) ai}\{a,-~i~b,<a;~ 
&(Y,X):={1,2 )..., bi}\{b-a,~ui<bj} 
X(X, Y) := (ji 2$(X, Y), 24?( Y, X) := 0, iq( Y, X) 
2” [X, Y] := X(X,)Y) i, sP( Y, X). 
Then #“[X, Y] is the multiset of cohooklengths of [X, Y]. If 
eE Z- [X, Y], say eE 3(X, Y) we remove the corresponding cohook of 
[X, Y] by replacing [X, Y] by [x\{u,}, Yu (uj-e}]. 
When we remove an e-hook from [X, Y] the rank is reduced by e and 
the difference is unchanged. When we remove an e-cohook the rank is 
reduced by e and the difference is changed modulo 2. 
In analogy with [S, Sect. 2.71 it is convenient to visualize a symbol on 2 
runners of an abacus, the runners going from north to south. On one run- 
ner the positions of the stones indicate the elements of X (a stone in the ith 
position if in X) and similarly the stones in the second runner indicate Y. 
To remove an e-hook (e-cohook) means on the abacus that you move a 
stone e positions up to an empty space on the same runner (the opposite 
runner ). 
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The hooklengths of Z + [X, Y] may be arranged in the hookdiagrams of 
the associated partitions. In a similar way the cohooklengths of X’(X, Y) 
and X( Y, X) may be arranged in 2 “cohookdiagrams” as illustrated by the 
following example: 
EXAMPLE. Let X=(9,7,4,2) and Y={3,1,0} so rr[X, Y]= 




4 3 1 X(Y): 1 
2 1 
754321 32 
Cohookdiagrams: X(X, Y): 5 3 2 1 X( Y, X): 1 
2 
Here the first row of X(X, Y) is { 1, 2 ,..., 9}\{9-3, 9-1, 9-O} = 
(7, 5,4, 3,2, l} and the first row of %(Y, X) is {(1,2,3)\{3-2) = {3,2}. 
Let us list the formulas for the numbers of hooks and cohooks of a sym- 
bol. If h+[X, Y] := I*+[X, Y]l, h-[X, Y] := I&+[X, Y]l then we have 
h+[X, Y]=rkX+rk Y=Cai+Cbj- (15) 
I i 
h-[X, Y]=Cai+Cbj-kz+ IXn YI. (16) 
r i 
The formula (15) is obvious by the definition. The set of cohooklengths 
is obtained by subtracting the kl- IXn YI elements (Iuj--b,( Iai#bj} 
from oi (l,..., ai} i, ljj { 1, 2,..., bj}. This proves (16). Whereas by (14) 
h + [X, Y] Q rk[X, Y] it is not true that in general h ~ [X, Y] d rk[X, Y]. 
The following result generalizes a result of Nakayama on hooklengths. 
LEMMA 4. Let E = + be a sign, t, eE N. Suppose that teE JP’[X, Y]. 
Then e E S”[X, Y]. 
Proof: For the purpose of this proof only put 
.X-+=x, x-=Y, Y’=Y, Y-=X. 
Suppose that te E P’[X, Y]. Without loss of generality we assume that for 
some aiEX, a,-tea0 and ai-te$X”. Then since ai=ai-O.eeE@=X 
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and a;-- te$ X”’ there exists an h, 0 <h < t such that a,- he E XEh and 
a,-(h+l)e+XEh+‘. Then e = (ai - he) - (h + 1) e) E Z’“[X, Y]. 
Now we are prepared to study the degree formulas. It is quite 
illuminating to compare the degree formulas for the unipotent characters of 
the finite general linear groups with those of the finite classical groups. 
Before doing this we need a little more notation. 
We write the elements of Xi, Y in decreasing order, Xi, Y = 
{c,,cz ,..., ck+[), Cl3C23 ..’ >ck+// > 0. Let 
n*(X)= i (i- 1) a,, 
k-l . 
i= I 
n(X) :=n*(X)- 1 ; 
I= I 0 
(17) 
kfl kii-2 
n*(X, Y)= 1 (i- l)c,, n(X, Y)=n*(X, Y)- c (18) 
i= I i= I 
Using the identity (;) = [(n/2)‘] + [((n - 1)/2)‘], n E N, which is a special 




c(X, Y) = (20) 
ifX= Y 
Let us note that for t E l’V,, we have n(X”) =n(X), n(X+‘, Y+‘) = 
4x2 n 4x+‘, Y+‘) = c(X, Y), so n(X, Y) and c(X, Y) are invariants for 
the symbol. Moreover, if p(X) = 1 then n(X) is the integer nl, defined in [4, 
p. 4101. See also [7, p. 2-3.1 
EXAMPLE. x= {9,7,4, l}, Y= (3, LO}, Xi, Y= {9,7,4, 3,2, 1, 1,O) 
n(X)=18-4=14, n(X, Y)=33-13=20, c(X, Y)=3-1=2. 
Let q be a power of the prime p and put 
fw,q):= I-I (qh-1) 
hE.#(X) 
fax, Y,q) := n (qh- 1) n (qh+ 1). 
hE.X+[X, Y] ht.X-[A’. Y]  
If G is a general linear group over GF(q), the unipotent characters of G 
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are indexed by partitions. If p(X) = A, then the degree of the unipotent 
character indexed by R is 
rk L 
qntx) n (qi- l)/H(X, q) = q”‘X’IGI,JH(X, q). 
i=l 
(21) 
(See [7], p. 152-153.) 
So the denominator has a factor for each hooklength of X(A). The same 
is true in case of the classical groups. We have 
PROPOSITION 5. Let G be a classical group over GF(q) and xcX, ,,, the 
unipotent character of G indexed by the symbol [X, Y] (So rk[X, Y] is also 
the rank of G). Then 
xcx y, (1) = qn’X,Y’ 2-c’X~Y)IGUdlp4H(X, Y, q). (22) 
ProoJ: We assume p # 2. The proof for p = 2 is essentially the same. Put 
4x9 4) = fl (P- 4u’L Ll*(x, q)= IJ (qU’-u’- 1) 
i<; ,<I 
Ll*(x, Y,q)= n (q&-b/+ 1) n (qQ”,+ 1) 
;(i./,In,>b,) I(iJ)l~<b,i 
@(J&q)= fj fi (q’-I)&I(X,q)= fi fi (q’+l) 
i=l /=I i=lJ=l 
k+l-1 
C= 
[  I  
2 
ifX# Y,c=k=lifX= Y. 
By [6, Sect. 81 
where 
xcx. y, (1) = IGudlpJ+x. r, (41, 
D,,.,(q) = d(X 4) A( y, 4) 4x9 y, q)l@(X q2) WY, q2) 2”qd 
with 
d=zI (k+;-2i). 
First, we claim that q n*(X.Y) is the exact power of q dividing d(X, q) 
A( Y, q) d(X, Y, q). Indeed, let Xi, Y= (c,, c2 ,..., ck+[} be as above, so 
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n*(X, Y)=C IGi<iGk+,~j,asiseasilyseen.Let l<i<j<k+l.Ifci,cj~X 
then q?\q”- q’j, a factor of A(X, q). We argue similarly, if cjr cj E Y. In 
the remaining case qql(qCf+qCj), a factor of A(X, Y, q). Since we in each 
case consider the exact power of q dividing the factor, our claim is proved. 
Now it follows from (19) that q”‘x.y’ is the exact power of q dividing 
%.y1k4 and x Cx,r,( 1). By (20) c(X, Y) = c - IXn YI. That the power 2 
occuring in (22) is correct is seen as follows: For each a, = h, E Xn Y we 
get a factor 2 from the factor qO’ + qb = 29”’ of A(X, Y, q). 
By easy calculation we see that it remains to show that 
O(X,q’)O(Y,q’)lA*(X,q)A*(Y,q)A*(X,y,q)=H(X, Y,q). (*) 
Note that 0(X, q2) = 0(X, q) &(X, q). 
For a fixed 1 <i<k we have 
fl (qh-l)= fi (q’-l)/ n (q”lmU1’-l) 
ht.Z’,Y,(Xj /=I ji’li’>!) 
so 
H(X, q) = 0(X q)/A*(X q), H( Y, q) = @( Y, q)/A*( Y, 4). 
A similar argument shows that 
n (qh+l)=~(X,q)~(Y,q)/A*(X, Y,q). 
hE.X [,Y. Y] 
Then (*) follows and (22) is proved. 
We now briefly consider the question, which unipotent characters are of 
r-defect 0, where Y is a prime, r # 2, r fp. This has also been done by Fong 
and Srinivasan [3]. Let e be multiplicative order of q2 mod Y, so rl(q” - 1). 
We call r linear if r/q’ - 1 and call r unitary if r[q’ + 1 (following [ 31). 
LEMMA 6. We have 
rl WX K q)- 
i 
e$z+CX Yl if r is linear 
e#Z-CX Yl ifr is unitary 
Proof: If r is linear, then r j(qh + 1) for all h and rl (q” - 1) if and only if 
elh. Thus rlH(X, Y, q) if and only if teE&f’+[X, Y] for some TV N. By 
Lemma 4 this is equivalent to eE X’+ [X, Y]. If r is unitary, then r)(qh + 1) 
if and only if elh and (h/e) is odd and rl(qh - 1) if and only if elh and (h/e) 
is even. Again Lemma 4 shows rl H( X, Y, q) if and only if e E X[X, Y]. 
COROLLARY 7. (Fong, Srinivasan). If the unipotent character x of a 
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classical group is indexed by [X, Y], then x has r-defect 0 if and only ij 
e $ X + [X, Y] if r linear and e $ # ~ [X, Y] r unitary. 
Proof: Use Proposition 5 and Lemma 6. 
There are examples to show that generally, the elements of SF- [X, Y] 
cannot be arranged in a union of hookdiagrams (i.e., there do not exist sets 
X, ,..., X, with AF [X, Y] =2(X,) i, ... i, 2(X,)). It is not known 
whether the same is true for 2 + [X, Y] ir X- [A’, Y]. This question 
appears not to be easy to answer. But there exists a partition, whose 
hookstructure determines &‘+ [X, Y] and SF [X, Y] in a unique way. 
Consider the set 
Then p(Z) is called a paritypartition of [X, Y]. Note that if X and Y are 
replaced by X+‘, X+’ then Z is replaced by Z+2’ so the partition is 
unchanged. If X and Y are interchanged we get the other paritypartition 
p(Z’), where Z’ = (2 Y) u (2X+ 1). By Lemma 3, the 2-quotient of p(Z) 
is (p(X) p( Y)) if k + 1 is even and (p(Y), p(X)) if k + I is odd. The 2-core 
of p(Z) is the partition (z-l,z-2,..., 1) of z=k-120 and 
( -z, -z - l,..., 1) if z = k - I< 0. Then it is easily seen that 
Ip( - Ip( =1-k, 
so 
4X Yl = II p(Z)1 - I P(Z’N 
The above remarks show that we may assume without loss of generality 
that O&X, i.e., 0 #Z. Consider then the hooks of p :=p(Z). By Lemma 3 
the hooks of even length in p are in bijective correspondence with 
S?(X) i, z(Y) = X+ [X, Y]. Thereby a hook of length 2e in p 
corresponds to a hook of length e in #+ [X, Y]. 
Similarly, with the exeption of I Y( - IXn YI hooks of length 1 (which 
occur in rows of p whose largest hooklength is odd), the hooks of odd 
length in p are in bijective correspondence with the cohooks of {X, Y]. 
Indeed, let Z = {cr , c2 ,..., ck+,}, where ci > c2 > ... > ck+, > 0. Suppose 
that he q(Z) is odd. If cj=2ai is even then (h + 1)/2~&( Y, X) and if 
cI = 2bj + 1 is odd then (h - 1)/2 E A$( Y, X). This is not difficult to see from 
the definition. If aeXn Y then for some j ci= 2a + 1, cj+, = 2a, so 
1 $ q(Z), whereas if a E Y, a 6 X then 1 E T(Z) if cj = 2a + 1. 
This allows us to give an alternative formula for the degrees of unipotent 
characters in Proposition 5. We have 
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PROPOSITION 8. Let 0 #X. In the above notation let h, be the (i, j)- 
hooklength in p =p(Z). Then 
2’IYI - IXn "'f&y, y, q) 
Ch, + (~ I )hflll/?l _ ( _ 1 )h,) =nt4 
i.i 
(23) 
Proof An easy calculation using the above remarks. 
Remarks. If we count the number of factors on each side of (23) we get 
r--IXnY(+h+[X, Y]+h-[X, Y]=2~ai=2~b,+l- 
I i 
This is consistent with the formulas ( 15) and ( 16), since 
(k;‘)-(;)-(;)=kl. 
We want to describe the exact power of r dividing H(X, Y, q). Using (22) 
we then know the exact power of r dividing the degree of a unipotent 
character. As in [9] this is really a combinatorial question and it depends 
on the e-quotient of [X, Y] in the case where r is linear and on the e- 
coquotient of [X, Y] in the case where r is unitary. We want simply to 
register the exact length of those hooks (and cohooks) whose lengths are 
divisible by e. 
The e-core [X, Y];, of a symbol [X, Y] is obtained by removing recur- 
sively all hooks of length e from it. As in the case of partitions, the final 
result is independent of the order in which these hooks are removed. (The 
argument is the same.) Using Lemmas 2 and 3 we see in fact that if 
rc[X, Y] = [A, p; z] then n[X, Y]:, = [A,,,, cl,<,,; z]. The e-weight is defined 
by 
w,’ [X, Y] = w,(A) + w,(p). (24) 
By replacing X, Y by X+‘, Y+l we may assume that k + I- 0 or l(mod 2e). 
Then for 0 < i < (e - 1) we define Xj’) and Yj’) as in (3) and put 
Then 
Ai:=p(XjE)), pi:=p(Yf’))06i<e-1. (25) 
cx y1y := II&, Al,..., A- 1; PO, Pl,..., PC- ,I (26) 
is the e-quotient of [X, Y]. Note that if we replace X by X+” and Y 
by Y+*e the condition k + I E 0 or 1 (mod 2e) is still fullfilled and the parti- 
tions in (26) are exactly the same. If X and Y are interchanged we get 
by the same contruction [po, p ,,..., ,ue- i; Lo, A1 ,..., 1,-i] so one has to 
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identify [A, ,..., A,- 1; p0 ,..., ,u+ ,] with [pO ,..., .D+ ,; A,, A ,..., A,- 1]. So the 
e-quotient is an unordered pair of e-tuples of partitions satisfying 
(27) 
Just in the case of partitions we see the following: 
LEMMA 9. There is a bijection between the hooks of [X, Y] of a length 
dioisible by e and S’,“[X, Y] :=cjiX(Ai) i, lj,X’(pj), where [IzO,...,Izc--I; 
pO,..., pEp 1] is the e-quotient of [X, Y]. Thereby a hook of length te is map- 
ped onto a hook of length t. 
Obviously a symbol determines its e-core and e-quotient in a unique 
way, but there may be 2 different symbols having the same e-core and e- 
quotient. Indeed, suppose that [xl, Y’] is an e-core (i.e., a symbol without 
an e-hook) and [A,, ,..., A,- I ; p,, ,..., p+ , ] an unordered pair of e-tuples of 
partitions satisfying Ci I%il + C, 1~, 1 = ~7. Let Ix’1 = k’, I Y’l = I’. By replac- 
ing x’, Y’ by x’+‘, Y’+’ for suitable t we may assume k’+ I’ E 0 or 
l(mod 2e) and that for all i, 0 < i 6 e - 1, IX’je)l 2 M’ and I Y”:)l 2 w. 
Then the symbols [A” * (&, A ,,..., i.+ ,), Y’ * (pO, ,u~ ,..., pL,_ ,)I and 
[xl * (& )...) I.,- ,), y’ * (po ,..., p<, , )] (see (8) for the definition of the 
operation *) have the same e-core [X’, Y’] and e-quotient [&,..., A, .~ 1 ; 
p,,,..., pL,_ ,I. These symbols may be equal, but generally they are not. We 
have in fact: 
LEMMA 10. In the above notation 
if and only if X’ = Y’ or (& ,..., A,- ,) = (pO ,..., ,LL+ , ). 
Proof. Suppose that the two symbols are equal. Then either 
x’ * (I., )..., A,- 1) = x’ * (/A” )...) p<,- ,) or x’ * (&,..., A,- ,) = 
Y’ * (IO,..., ;1,-, ). In the first case it follows easily from the definition of * 
that (& ,..., A- ,) = (pO ,..., 11, ,). In the second case we have 
x’ = (x’ * (/I” )...) i+ ,))((,) = ( y’ * (A, )...) A,- ,))Ce) = y’, 
using (9). The if-part is trivial. 
Let us now consider the cohooks. We want to compute the power of r 
dividing H(X, Y, q) when r is unitary. We know that r divides qh + 1 if and 
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only if elh and (h/e) is odd and rlqh - 1 if and only if elh and (h/e) is even, 
so the e-coquotient should register those hooklengths which are an even 
multiple of e and those cohooklengths which are an odd multiple of e. 
These hooklengths and cohooklengths may be seen more conveniently in 
the e-quotient of the “e-twisting” of the symbol. Assume again that k + I E 0 
or l(mod 2e). Put 
(see [6, 3.71). 
Then we call [g, y] the e-twisting of [X, Y]. Note that if X, Y are 
replaced by X+“, Y+” or interchanged, the symbol [T, B] is unchanged. 
So the e-twisting is an involutory bijection on the set of symbols. By e- 
twisting the difference of the symbol is changed modulo 2. (Here, as also in 
the case of the definition of e-quotients the condition k + I E 0 or l(mod 2e) 
is only to assure that what we do is well defined.) Using the visualization of 
a symbol on 2 runners on an abacus described above we see that the 
following holds: 
LEMMA 11. Let [g, 81 be the e-twisting of [X, Y]. 
(1) If t is odd there is a hijection between the cohooks of lengths te in 
[X, Y] and the hooks of lengths te in [T, 81. 
(2) If t is even there is a bijection between the hooks of lengths te in 
[IX, Y] and the hooks of length te in [$ P]. 
The e-cocore [X, Y] ;, is obtained from [X, Y] by removing recursively 
all e-cohooks from [X, Y]. Again the final result does not depend on the 
order in which the cohooks are removed. By the above remarks it is quite 
obvious, that the e-cocore is also the e-twisting of the e-core of [p, P], 
where [z, P] is the e-twisting of [X, Y]. Let (28) 
w, C-K Yl=(rkCX Yl -rkCX Yl(,,Ve, 
the e-coweight. Define the e-coquotient [A’, Y]?) as [J?, ?J(:), i.e., the 
e-quotient of the e-twisting. From Lemmas 9 and 11 we get 
LEMMA 12. Let [X, Y]?)= [A,, A, ,..., I+ ,; pO, ,a1 ,..., ,a+ 1] 
(1) If t is odd there is a bijection between the cohooks of length te in 
[X, Y] and the hooks of length t in oi %(A,) ti oj #(pi) := 2”“) [X, Y] 
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(2) If t is even there is a bijection between the hooks of length te in 
[X, Y] and the hooks of length t in XCe) [X, Y]. 
Similar to the case of e-cores and e-quotients a symbol determines uniquely 
its e-cocore and e-coquotient. There may be one or two symbols sharing 
the same e-cocore [x’, Y’] and e-coquotient [& ,..., A,- r ; p0 ,..., pLpp ,I. As 
in Lemma 10, the former case occurs if and only if x’= Y’ or 
(&v-r L I) = bb,..., P,- 1). 
For I E Z write v(z) = b if r’lz and rbfllz. We have (see [S, Lemma 1.81). 
PROPOSITION 13. Let [X, Y] be a symbol, e the multiplicative order of 
q2 mod r and a := v(q2’ - 1). If r is linear, then 
vH(X, Y, q) = aw,+ [X, Y] + 1 v(t) (29) 
fE X(;‘[X, Y] 
If r is unitary, then 
vH(X, Y, q)=aw; [X, Y] + C v(t) (30) 
I E X”‘[X, Y] 
In particular vH(X, Y, q) does not depend on the e-core (r linear) or the 
e-cocore (r unitary). 
Proof If r is linear, then v(qh + 1) = 0 for all h and 
v(qh - 1) = 
0 if ejh 
a + v(t) if h = te. 
If r is unitary, then 
v(qh+ l)= I 0 if ejh or elh and (h/e) even a + v(t) if h = te, t odd 
v(qh- l)= 
I 
0 if ejh or elh and (h/e) odd 
a + v(t) if h = te, t even. 
Using this Proposition 13 follows from Lemma 9 in the linear case and 
from Lemma 12 in the unitary case. 
Remark. The partitions (2, ,..., ;1,- ,, pLg ,..., ,u+ ,) in the e-quotient (e- 
coquotient) of [X, Y] may in an obvious way be used to define a represen- 
tation (the quotient representation) of the symmetric group S(w), where 
w=w,+[X, Y] (w= wy [X, Y]). Using this we get a result like [S, (1.8)] 
for v(xr,; y, ( 1 )), simply by combining (22) and Proposition 13. 
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Finally we want to count the number of symbols of a given e-weight hav- 
ing a given e-core. This gives then also a count of the number of symbols 
having a given e-coweight and a given e-cocore. As in [S] and [9] we 
define integers k(s, t) as follows. Let P(x) := ~,z~0 z(n) x” be the partition 
generating function and for s 2 0 let 
P(x)” = 1 k(s, t) x’. 
100 
So k(s, t) is the number of s-tuples of partitions (A,, &,..., 2,) satisfying 
Zi I&J = r. The symbol [X, Y] is called special if X= Y. 
PROPOSITION 14. The number of symbols of e-weight w having given non- 
special e-core is k(2e, w). 
Proof Let [X, Y] be a given e-core. We may assume (by replacing 
A’, Y by X+‘, Y+‘) that k + I= 0 or l(mod 2e) and that IX?‘/ > w, 
1 Yi(“l > w  for all i, 0 Q i< e - 1. We map a 2e-tuple of partitions 
(A, 3 b,..., A,,) satisfying xi 111 i = w  onto the symbol 
LX * (2,) fb,..., A), y * (A,+ I ,..., &,)I 
This symbol has [X, Y] as e-core and [,I1 ,..., 1,; Iz,, ,,..., A,,] as 
e-quotient so obviously this map is a surjection onto the set of symbols of 
e-weight w  having [X, Y] as e-core. Suppose then that (pr,..., pz,) is 
another 2e-tuple of partitions such that 
Ilx * (n,,“‘, k), Y* (A s+ 13...? &,)I 
= cx * (PI 1...2 cl,), y* (P et I Y...Y P*e)l. 
Using the second equality of (8) we have either X* (Ii,..., ,I,)= 
J’ * bL1 ,..., A) and Y * (k+, ,..., &,) = Y * be+, ,..., pLZe) or X* (A, ,..., 1,) = 
y* (P e+, ,..., pTe) and Y * (A,, I ,..., I,,) = X * (,I,+ 1 ,..., A,,). The first case 
gives (I1 ,..., A,,) = (p , ,..., pLZe) and the second case X= (X * (1, ,..., A,)),,, = 
(Y* (/.b+lY..l P~,))(~, = Y a contradiction, since [X, Y] is nonspecial. Thus 
the described map is a bijection. 
PROPOSITION 15. Let [X, X] be a special e-core. 
(1) If w is odd, then the number of symbols having [X, X] as e-core 
and e-weight w is +k(2e, w). These symbols are all nonspecial 
(2) If w=2w, is even then the number of special symbols having 
[X, X] as e-core and e-weigth w is k(e, w, ) and the number of nonspecial 
symbols having [X, X] as e-core and e-weight w is t(k(2e, w)- k(e, w,)) 
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Proof: (1) In case w  odd we argue as in the above proof. The map 
described there is still surjective. But the 2e-tuples (A*,..., A,,) and 
(A,+ I ,.-., L 1, >..., 1,) are mapped onto the same symbol. Since w  is odd, 
these two 2e-tuples are always different. 
(2) We call an e-quotient of the type [A, ,..., A,- 1 ; I,, ,..., A,- ,] special. 
Then a symbol is special if and only if its e-core and its e-quotient are 
special. Using this (2) follows by simple variations of the above proofs. 
Note. For e = 1 the numbers in Propositions 14 and 15 give the for- 
mulas (3.3.1) and (3.3.3) of [6]. Using the above it is not difficult to see 
that the following final result holds: 
PROPOSITION 16. Let r be linear. Zf [X, Y] and [X, , Y, ] are both e-cores 
and either both special or both nonspecial and if w E N there is a bijection 
between the set of symbols having e-weigth w and e-core [A’, Y] and the set 
of symbols having e-weight w and e-core [X,, Y,] with the following proper- 
ties: Zf [X*, Y*] and [X,*, Y,*] correspond under the bijection then 
(1) [A-*, Y*]‘,“= [XI*, Y,*](f) 
(2) vfw*, y*, 4) = vwx,*, y,*, 4) 
(3) [X*, Y*] is special ifand only if [A’,*, Y,*] is special. 
Finally let us mention that the statements of Propositions 14, 15, and 16 
remain true, if we replace everywhere the words “e-core,” “e-weight,” and 
“linear” by “e-cocore,” “e-coweight,” and “unitary.” 
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